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Provide ongoing Web access to electronic full text
OCLC Electronic Collections Online™ is a powerful electronic journals service that offers Web access to full-text articles in a wide range of subjects. It's a growing collection of thousands of titles from leading publishers of academic and professional journals. Accessible through the OCLC® FirstSearch® reference service, Electronic Collections Online offers a single place for users to search across all the electronic journals available through OCLC. And our commitment to archiving means your eJournal content is always within reach.

Electronic Collections Online makes it easy for your library to assemble, manage and archive large collections of full-text, full-image journal content on the Web. Electronic Collections Online also offers a variety of purchase options to help you make eContent available.

Far more than just a collection of eJournals, Electronic Collections Online represents an integrated, customized database of eJournals whose articles link to WorldCat® and citations in other databases on FirstSearch, OCLC’s online reference service. Accessible through the FirstSearch interface, Electronic Collections Online provides a bibliographic index to articles in more than 6,200 electronic journals. It includes titles from more than 70 publishers, on a wide range of subjects.

Tools to grow your electronic collection
Electronic Collections Online makes it easy for your users to search for and find the articles they need. Features include:

Full-text and full-image articles in a wide range of topics
Electronic Collections Online provides journals from publishers worldwide, with abstracts, full-text and full-image articles. Topics go beyond the traditional science, medical and technical coverage to include education, social sciences, humanities and many more. Full-image articles are linked to corresponding citations in databases throughout FirstSearch, so your users have access to full content whenever possible. Users may also link directly to specific articles in the collection.

Around-the-clock access to eJournals
For subscription journals, you have continuous access to full-text articles. Your users can also see citations for the thousands of articles available through OCLC, regardless of their subscription status. That way, they see that resources exist and can request necessary materials on a per-article basis, or through interlibrary loan.

Powerful search capabilities
Electronic Collections Online supports both journal- and article-level searching to provide maximum finding power for your users. Basic, advanced and expert search options suit varied user skill levels. While FirstSearch is the typical way users search for and find journal articles, you can also provide direct access to articles through your local catalog or specific pages on your Web site such as a course syllabus, or through an OpenURL resolver.

Archival content stays available
Our archiving arrangement for eContent meets the specific needs of libraries. We’ve secured archival rights to journal content, so your library maintains ongoing access to journals you have paid for—even if you discontinue your electronic subscriptions to those journals.

Access: unlimited or by the article
Annual journal subscriptions offer unlimited access. An alternate way to provide access is per-article purchase. Per-article purchase gives your users “just-in-time” access to full-text articles in journals beyond your normal subscription. Many libraries mix the two access methods. They subscribe to heavily-used journals, and then purchase individual articles from lesser-used journals as they are needed.
Options to extend your collection

Print subscriber advantages
You can start your ejournals collection at virtually no cost with the Print Subscriber program. A number of publishers have agreed to provide electronic versions of thousands of journals at no additional subscription cost to libraries that currently subscribe to print versions. This is a simple and inexpensive way to add online access to your current print subscriptions. It also allows you to provide full access outside the physical library.

Statistics to drive collection development
Know what your users access. Web-based monthly reports provide statistical usage details at your fingertips. Journal usage information includes the number of abstracts and full-text articles viewed, as well as the number of individual articles purchased. These decisions can support your collection development decisions.

WorldCat cataloging to match your subscriptions
OCLC will include cataloging for your Electronic Collections Online journals at no charge, if you request it when ordering or renewing your subscription. The records are in full MARC format and come with your OCLC symbol already attached in WorldCat.

A Closer Look:
Breadth and depth make selecting easy
There are thousands of journals available through Electronic Collections Online, from publishers around the world. Browse or search the possibilities by title, topic or publisher.

Browse our topics online
See the full range of journals on the OCLC Web site. Easy-to-read charts provide publisher information, coverage dates, ISSN, dates available, frequency, format and more.

Full-text and full-image articles available
A picture is worth a thousand words—for example, when explaining molecular structure or describing a zoological theory.

Coming soon:
Integrated access to OCLC electronic resources
Information seekers will soon be able to search the content of all OCLC electronic resource services through the WorldCat.org, WorldCat Local and WorldCat Local “quick start,” OCLC plans to release ongoing enhancements to the interfaces that will simplify access to OCLC FirstSearch® databases, NetLibrary™ eBooks and eAudiobooks, Electronic Collections Online™ eJournals, ArchiveGrid® archival collection descriptions and CAMIO® (the Catalog of Art Museum Images Online).

These enhancements will enable libraries that subscribe to these OCLC electronic resources to offer their users access to them through a new interface—at no additional charge. Existing interfaces for FirstSearch, NetLibrary, CAMIO and ArchiveGrid will continue to be available through at least 2011 to ensure a smooth transition for library staff and library users.
Benefits

Increase visibility on the Web

Provide cross-journal searching and browsing through FirstSearch

Retain archival access to journals even if you cancel your subscriptions to them

Maximize your ejournal investments with journal-level and article-level linking

Save money by subscribing only to the ejournals you need

Accommodate gaps in your collection with the per-article use purchase option

Save time and effort in acquisitions by letting OCLC negotiate fees with publishers

Features

Link directly to journals and articles from your library’s catalog or Web site, as well as from FirstSearch databases and OpenURL resolvers

Bibliographic citations display for articles in all journals

Full text and abstracts display for journals to which your library subscribes

Multiple search levels and methods, with browse capabilities

Monthly journal-level statistics

Low-cost electronic versions of print journals

Purchase Options

Per-article-use purchase

Order from OCLC, subscription agents or publishers

Receive matching bibliographic records for all your ejournals

Web Resources

www.oclc.org/electroniccollections/journals/
Browse or search available journals by publisher, title, topic or date added

www.oclc.org/electroniccollections/archiving/
More information about archival rights to journal content

Related Services

FirstSearch online reference service

NetLibrary eBooks and eAudiobooks

WorldCat.org offers Web-scale discovery and delivery of library resources

WorldCat Link Manager™ is open, interoperable link-server software that OCLC provides as a fully supported, hosted service

WorldCat Local connects users to local, regional and global results through a single discovery-and-delivery experience.

Gain Web visibility via WorldCat.org

When your library’s Electronic Collections Online titles are represented in WorldCat, information seekers using WorldCat.org will find your library and your library items when they search the Web.

OCLC helps libraries in more than 100 countries. Please contact us to learn more about OCLC in your part of the world.